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ABSTRACT

Guided by the increasing awareness and detectability of spatiotemporally organized climatic variability at
interannual and longer timescales, the authors motivate the paradigm of a climate system that exhibits excitations
of quasi-oscillatory eigenmodes with characteristic timescales and large-scale spatial patterns of coherence. It
is assumed that any such modes are superposed on a spatially and temporally autocorrelated stochastic noise
background. Under such a paradigm, a previously described (Mann and Park) multivariate frequency-domain
approach is promoted as a particularly effective means of spatiotemporal signal identification and reconstruction,
and an associated forecasting methodology is introduced. This combined signal detection/forecasting scheme
exhibits significantly greater skill than conventional forecasting approaches in the context of a synthetic example
consistent with the adopted paradigm. The example application demonstrates statistically significant skill at 5–
10-yr lead times. Applications to operational long-range climatic forecasting are motivated and discussed.

1. Introduction

Conventional means of climatic (e.g., Niño3.4 in-
dex) forecasting have provided little evidence of the
ability to exceed a simple null forecast model (e.g., a
low-order site-specific autoregressive forecast) at lead
times longer than about 6 months, especially for
Niño3.4 (see the review by Barnston et al. 1994). As
interannual-to-decadal and even longer term climate
variability becomes better understood, however, there
is increasing recognition of the potential for more skill-
ful climatic forecasting at interannual and longer times-
cales. While the El Niño–Southern Oscillation (ENSO)
is perhaps the best understood low-frequency global-
scale mode of climatic variability, with quasi-oscilla-
tory character within the 3–7-yr timescale range, that
shows evidence of longer-range predictability (e.g.,
Cane et al. 1986; Kepenne and Ghil 1992; Kepenne
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and Lall 1996), a number of observational and theo-
retical investigations have substantiated evidence for
significant quasi-oscillatory climatic processes at de-
cadal (e.g., Dettinger et al. 1995; Ghil and Vautard
1991; Mann and Park 1993, 1994, 1996) and inter-
decadal-to-century scale (Kushnir 1993; Schlesinger
and Ramankutty 1994; Mann et al. 1995b; Mann and
Park 1994, 1996), which may be associated with ex-
tratropical oceanic or coupled ocean–atmosphere cli-
matic modes in the Pacific (e.g., Latif and Barnett
1994; Trenberth and Hurrell 1994) and Atlantic (Del-
worth et al. 1993) basins, respectively. Such modes of
variability, with their broad inferred atmospheric tele-
connections, are now recognized as a potential source
of long-term predictability of large-scale climatic vari-
ations (see, e.g., the discussions in Ghil and Vautard
1991; Latif and Barnett 1994; Mann and Park 1996).
Mann and Park (1994, 1996) show that a small number
of distinct quasi-oscillatory modes of variability, com-
bined with two statistically significant secular varia-
tions, describe nearly half of the interannual and lon-
ger-term climatic spatiotemporal variance during the
past century. A forecasting framework that harnesses
such potentially predictable sources of variability for
improved long-lead (i.e., annual-to-decadal lead) fore-
casting is developed here. Madden (1981) explored
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early on the possibility of long-range climatic predic-
tion by seeking to isolate the potentially ‘‘predictable’’
climatic variance associated with peaks in the spectra
of climate records that exceed the estimated noise vari-
ance. Our approach takes a philosophically similar at-
tack, using recent, relatively sophisticated multivariate
statistical methods.

The conceptual model of the climate we adopt, mo-
tivated by inferences from the observational studies
cited above, envisions a continuously evolving large-
scale state of the system that, at interannual and longer
timescales, is well described as the superposition of a
small number of potentially episodic quasi-oscillatory
processes with preferred timescales and spatial ex-
pressions, and a temporally and spatially autocorre-
lated noise process. In the studies of Mann and Park
(1994, 1996), a multivariate frequency domain statis-
tical decomposition was performed with century du-
ration spatially distributed climate datasets to detect
and reconstruct ‘‘quasi-oscillatory’’ spatiotemporal cli-
mate signals that exhibit episodes of spatially corre-
lated behavior. The episodic nature of the oscillations
was treated by allowing for phase discontinuities and/
or amplitude variation in modeling the modulating time
envelope of a spatially correlated oscillatory signal
through a multiple taper frequency domain, singular
value decomposition (MTM-SVD) approach (Mann
and Park 1994), and it was further refined through the
application of a nonstationary generalization of the
original procedure (Mann et al. 1995b; Mann and Park
1996). An analogous treatment with alternative fre-
quency and time-domain localization tradeoffs has
been developed based on an analogous ‘‘multiwavelet’’
statistical model (Park and Mann 1998). In each case,
the motivation behind the methodology is the assump-
tion that climatic signals should exhibit spatially cor-
related (but not phase synchronous) oscillatory char-
acter with a well-defined timescale and finite lifetime.
Such behavior may arise from excitation of an inde-
pendent set of linear or quasi-linear eigenmodes of the
climate system by spatially correlated background sto-
chastic variations. This background noise is assumed
to exhibit a colored spectrum [the simplest case of
which is first-order autoregressive or ‘‘AR(1)’’ red
noise] and to provide an additive noise background
from within which signals must be detected.

Qualitatively similar behavior to that described by
such a linear model could arise from self-sustained
nonlinear climate processes in the absence of noise, or
from a combination of both linear and nonlinear
sources of variability. In practice, it can be quite dif-
ficult to distinguish between which model best de-
scribes the true climate system (see, e.g., Saltzman et
al. 1981). Particularly if the degree of nonlinearity is
weak, a nonlinear system may often behave linearly in
local regimes of the dynamical phase space. In that
sense, the linear-based methodology is not without util-
ity, even if the underlying system exhibits some degree

of nonlinear behavior. When the nonlinear system is
in a quasi-linear region of phase space, linear fore-
casting techniques will perform well. Conversely,
when the nonlinear system is near a fundamentally
nonlinear region of its phase space (i.e., an unstable
fixed point), the linear forecast should, in a statistical
sense, be no worse than a random forecast. Since the
truly nonlinear system is intrinsically unpredictable at
such a point, such a forecast is no worse than any other
forecast. Generalizations to nonlinear methods (e.g.,
Lall et al. 1996) are, nonetheless, a worthwhile exten-
sion of the work outlined here.

The model of linear eigenmodes superposed on an
additive colored noise background is readily amenable
to linear forecasting strategies. Given such a model, it
is meaningful to forecast the trajectory of the system
based on a linear parametric (e.g., low-order autore-
gressive) model of the past behavior of the system and
prediction based on application of that parametric mod-
el when initialized with a present state (see, e.g., Ke-
penne and Ghil 1992). We seek to employ such an
approach to forecasting, using the multivariate fre-
quency-domain spatiotemporal decompositions de-
scribed earlier to provide the basis vectors for the ap-
plication of linear prediction techniques. In section 2,
we provide a background discussion of relevant issues
in multivariate signal detection and statistical fore-
casting to provide a framework for the motivation of
our particular forecasting approach. In section 3, we
describe in detail our approach to signal detection, re-
construction, and forecasting. In section 4, we dem-
onstrate the effectiveness of our methodology when
applied to a synthetic dataset constructed to have at-
tributes similar to those inferred for the true climate.
We conclude in section 5 with a discussion of prospects
for improved long-range climate forecasting.

2. Background

The goal of the methodology presented here is to
use mutual information among a large spatially dis-
tributed set of climate indicators to both enhance signal
detection and reconstruction, and to allow for efficient
forecasting of a large number of independent interre-
lated times series. Of particular relevance in the realm
of large-scale climatic forecasting are basic meteoro-
logical diagnostics such as sea level pressure and sur-
face temperature. Of equal if not greater importance
from a societal perspective is the forecasting of hy-
droclimatic variables (e.g., precipitation and stream-
flow). A useful feature of our methodology is that no
restrictions are placed on the spatial organization of
the sites or the nature of the variables under analysis;
the intent is to simultaneously consider a variety of
dynamically connected climatic and/or hydroclimatic
state variables. The integrity of particular climatic pro-
cesses is maintained, further, by the recognition of sig-
nificant temporal patterns of variation through a fre-
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quency domain approach. Variables that tend to tem-
porally integrate climatic forcings (e.g., streamflow or
lake levels) may intrinsically emphasize lower-fre-
quency components of the climate system. Likewise,
processes with varying characteristic timescales may
exhibit a definite spatial dependence in their relative
prominence [e.g., in a rough sense, interannual ENSO
events may be emphasised in the Tropics, while ex-
tratropical feedbacks tend to emphasize decadal time-
scale processes—see Trenberth and Hurrell (1994) and
Latif and Barnett (1994)]. For these reasons, the si-
multaneous consideration of a large spatially distrib-
uted set of diverse climatic variables may permit a
more robust recovery of climatic signals. Mann et al.
(1995a) used a frequency-domain multivariate analyses
of gridded Northern Hemisphere sea level pressure and
surface temperature data to explain local hydrological
variations that lead to the dramatic rise and fall of the
Great Salt Lake in the 1980s in terms of structured
low-frequency climatic variability. Moon and Lall
(1996) also identify significant low-frequency vari-
ability of the Great Salt Lake connected to large climate
variability such as ENSO, Pacific–North America tele-
connection, etc. The influence of this structured large-
scale forcing was shown to provide significant long-
term forecast skill for the Great Salt Lake (Lall et al.
1996; Moon 1995).

a. Spatiotemporal modeling and forecasting

There are a variety of statistical models that could
be used to described the spatiotemporal structure of
large-scale climatic variability. Among the most ele-
mentary and well-studied statistical approaches is the
multivariate, autoregressive (AR) model. Such a model
could be used to describe the vector time series, x t , t
5 1, . . . , N and is described by

p

x 5 A x 1 e , (1)Ot11 j t2j11 t11
j51

where x t is a vector of length M, M is the number
of sites, A j is a M 3 M matrix of autoregressive
coefficients for a lag j, p is the order or maximum
number of lags considered, and e t is a residual vector
of length M.

To specify this model, p 3 M 3 M coefficients need
to be estimated from the data, and an appropriate order
p has to be selected. Clearly, this can lead to a very
large number of parameters to be estimated from a
limited amount of data. Several sites may be only
weakly correlated with each other, leading to either
near-zero or spurious elements in the matrices A j . As
the number of series increases, these matrices can also
be ill conditioned, since there may be little marginal
information added by new series. Determination of the
appropriate order, p, of the AR model in the multi-
variate setting can also be tenuous. These factors trans-

late into an inability to properly identify such models
and a consequent loss of predictability. Empirical or-
thogonal function (EOF) analysis, principal component
analysis (PCA) or canonical correlation analysis
(CCA) are related techniques that can be applied to the
vectors x t to identify a reduced set of variables, y t , of
dimension d K M, which carry most of the significant
spatial information in the entire dataset (e.g., Preisen-
dorfer 1988). Each of these variables is orthogonal or
independent by construction and is obtained via an
SVD of the multivariate time series. Univariate AR
models may be used to forecast each such component.
Forecasting schemes based on these general ideas have
been used for seasonal forecasts of meteorologic fields
(e.g., the review by Barnston et al. 1994 and references
therein). There are two types of problems with such
schemes. First, the number of time ordinates, nt, needs
to be greater than the number of series, M, for PCA
to provide a unique set of eigenvectors and, hence,
unique coordinates y t . This may not be feasible as M
increases, for a fixed N. Second, while these methods
work with the spatial structure of the time series at lag
0 (or sometimes for a few lags), there is no explicit
attempt to exploit the frequency structure in time or
space and time. CCA-based methods (e.g., described
in Barnston 1994) may implicitly capture some of the
frequency structure by stacking consecutive predictor
seasons to provide a decomposition of the space–time
correlation structures. Given that the different series
may have incommensurate frequency structure, or at
least exhibit lagging or leading behavior (i.e., shifts in
phase) relative to each other, and that no attempt is
made to reconcile this information, the resulting model
often has a predictability horizon of only a few months.
These considerations have motivated forecasting ap-
proaches based on extended EOF or multivariate cor-
relation-space eigenvector methods (e.g., multivariate
singular spectrum analysis or ‘‘MSSA’’—see Vautard
et al. (1996) and Kepenne and Lall (1996)] as a basis
for decomposing the original data matrix into a reduced
set of empirical orthogonal data vectors that have di-
mension d K M and are based on a decomposition of
the space and time correlation structure across the se-
ries. In this case, a decomposition is achieved by form-
ing an embedded data matrix, S, of dimension [(W 1
1)M ](N 2 W ) whose columns are the original data
vectors and their W lagged copies {e.g., the W 1 1
columns from the first data series xt , t 5 1, . . . , N,
would be x(W 1 1:N ), x(W:N 2 1), x(W 2 1:N 2 2),
. . . , x(1:N 2 W )}. This amounts to choosing a time
window of length W across all the time series over
which temporal correlation structure is considered. An
SVD of S provides a decomposition of the space–time
correlation structure across the time series. Significant
space–time patterns corresponding to the leading ei-
genvectors (the ones that explain the most variance of
S) are identified and each of the original data series is
reconstructed in terms of these basis functions. The
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subsequent forecast is obtained as the sum of linear or
nonlinear autoregressive forecasts of the individual re-
constructed series. With this design, one can potentially
capture long-range predictability that is manifest as
slowly evolving time structures across the set of data
series, using space and time information simultaneous-
ly. However, such methods can safely be used only to
analyze quasi-oscillatory structures such that W 5 N/3
and for periods in the range (W/5, W ) (see Vautard et
al. 1992). Consequently, there are rather severe restric-
tions on the range of frequency bands over which tem-
poral structure can be simultaneously reconstructed.
For instance, to recover interdecadal patterns (approx-
imate period 20 yr), one may want to choose W 5 30
yr with a 100-yr record. This window width will not
allow the reliable decomposition of time structures cor-
responding to ENSO with periods of less than 6 yr.
Furthermore, in the multivariate case, given a fixed
duration, nt, the number of rows of S will quickly be
smaller than the number of columns. A unique set of
eigenvectors for decomposing S cannot then be iden-
tified.

Mann and Park (1996), Lall and Mann (1995), and
Thomson (1982) note that correlation domain analyses,
such as MSSA, are less efficient for identifying nar-
rowband low-frequency structure than their frequency
domain counterparts. The methodology developed in
this paper is similar in spirit to the approach of Vautard
et al. (1996), Sarda et al. (1996), and Kepenne and Lall
(1996) but uses the MTM-SVD approach of Mann and
Park (1994, 1996) for the spatiotemporal decomposi-
tion of the ns climate times series. The problems in-
dicated above are circumvented, although this ap-
proach is not without its own set of complications and
limitations.

b. Frequency domain MTM-SVD approach

The simultaneous use of space and frequency-do-
main information from multiple climate state variables
provides a novel framework for decomposing a high
dimensional dataset into components that are poten-
tially predictable, while preserving spatially coherent
structure. The frequency domain MTM-SVD meth-
odology is described in detail elsewhere (e.g., Mann
and Park 1994, 1996). We briefly review the approach,
which involves the decomposition of a set of time se-
ries into its orthogonal spectral and spatial components
by means of a singular value decomposition. In this
manner, spatially coherent variability is sought within
all distinct frequency bands that are resolvable in the
dataset. Under the assumption that climate signals are
reasonably narrowband in character, a spectral domain
approach enhances signal detectability. A critical fea-
ture that is assumed of the data is that the power spec-
trum of the noise varies smoothly, so that it can be
considered as roughly constant over the narrow band-
width of the spectral estimates [this is the so-called

locally white assumption discussed by Thomson
(1982)]. Such an assumption holds trivially for the
moderately ‘‘red’’ spectra that typify climatic data se-
ries (see, e.g., Mann and Lees 1996 and references
therein). The noise is allowed to be spatially correlated.
However, it is almost universally true that the noise
spatial decorrelation scale is small compared to that of
any climatic signals present in the data (e.g., ENSO)
that exhibit large-scale teleconnections. This is the pri-
mary reason (see Mann and Park 1994, 1996) that mul-
tivariate frequency-domain analyses can increase the
effective signal-to-noise ratio involved in signal de-
tection and reconstruction.

To identify broadly coherent structure across a mul-
tivariate dataset, each constituent series is first stan-
dardized by converting it to an ‘‘anomaly’’ series if it
is not already (i.e., removing its climatological sea-
sonal cycle), removing the resulting series mean, and
dividing by the standard deviation. The time series are
transformed to the spectral domain using multitaper
spectral analysis (see, e.g., Thomson 1982; Park et al.
1987; Mann and Lees 1996). For a given time series
y, a set of K orthogonal data tapers and K associated
tapered Fourier transforms or ‘‘eigenspectra’’ is de-
termined at each frequency, f, through

N
(m) (k) i2p f tDtY ( f ) 5 w y e , (2)Ok t n

t51

where Dt 5 1 month is the sampling interval;
{ } is the kth member in an orthogonal sequence(k) Nwt t51

of tapers (also called Slepian tapers), k 5 1, . . . , K ;
m 5 1, . . . , M are the number of sites; and N is the
length of the time series. As a side note, the power
spectral density at this frequency f can be calculated
through an appropriately weighted average of the K
eigenspectra.

The Slepian tapers provide statistically independent
spectra estimates ( f ), k 5 1, . . . , K 2 1, leading(m)Y k

to multiple degrees of freedom within a given narrow
frequency band. This is the primary motivation behind
using the multitaper decomposition, as alternative fre-
quency domain decompositions of multivariate data
[e.g., complex harmonic PCA—see Preisendorfer
(1988)] make use of spectral estimates (adjacent values
of the discrete Fourier transform or ‘‘DFT’’) that are
statistically correlated. Each eigentaper is orthogonal
and represents independent information in a frequency
band of half-bandwidth of pf R about a given frequency,
f, where f R 5 (NDt)21 is the Rayleigh frequency (the
minimum resolvable frequency range for the time se-
ries). Since a larger p averages over a greater band-
width, the choice between K and p represents the fun-
damental trade-off between spectral resolution and de-
grees of freedom/variance. The choices p 5 2 and K
5 3 seem to provide an excellent compromise between
frequency resolution and multiple degrees of freedom
in the frequency domain in climate studies (Mann and
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FIG. 1. (a) The first three orthogonal Slepian tapers for the case K
5 3, p 5 2 and (b) the components of a fixed-amplitude phase-
coherent sinusoidal oscillation explained by each of the three data
tapers.

Park 1994, 1996). Figure 1 shows the first K 5 3 ei-
gentapers for the case p 5 2, and the component of a
pure sinusoidal variation that is explained by each of
the K 5 3 eigentapers. It readily becomes evident that
a variety of phase-/amplitude-varying oscillatory sig-
nals can be optimally modeled by a suitable combi-
nation of independently modulated components avail-
able in a multiple-taper decomposition. Rather than
performing such an optimization in a univariate context
(see e.g., Park and Maasch 1993), the MTM-SVD ap-
proach seeks to do so in a multivariate context.

This multivariate optimization requires us to form
the M 3 K matrix A( f ), from the K eigenspectra es-
timates [from (2) above] at all the M sites as

(1) (1) (1) w Y w Y · · · w Y1 1 1 2 1 1

(2) (2) (2) w Y w Y · · · w Y2 1 2 2 2 KA( f ) 5 , (3) 
· · · · · · · · · · · · (M ) (M ) (M )w Y w Y · · · w YM 1 M 2 M K 

where the w represent gridpoint-specific weightings to
accommodate varying latitude of gridpoint sampling,
etc. We perform a complex SVD of the above matrix
through

K

A( f ) 5 l ( f )u ( f ) J v*( f ) (4)O k k k
k51

into its dominant modes, where lk describes the rel-
ative fraction of total variance explained by the kth
mode, its associated left eigenvector uk describes its
complex spatial loadings, and the complex right ei-
genvector vk describes the complex combination of the
K eigenspectra that contain the information about the
modulating envelope of the signal. This information is
used to reconstruct the full spatiotemporal signal f f,m,t ,
at each grid point m, and at frequency band f, which
describes a phase- and amplitude-modulated quasi os-
cillation with spatially dependent phase and amplitude.
For explicit details on reconstruction see Mann and
Park (1994). Details regarding the boundary conditions
in temporal reconstruction (see Mann and Park 1996)
are discussed later. The spatial variance structure is
restored to the previously standardized data series,
upon reconstruction.

Outside the ‘‘secular band,’’ which includes all fre-
quencies unresolvable from trend ( f , pf R), we typ-
ically expect at most one significant signal will be pres-
ent within a given narrow frequency band. Thus, the
fractional variance explained by the principal eigen-
mode as a function of frequency or ‘‘local fractional
variance’’ (LFV) spectrum is a useful normalized mul-
tivariate spectrum (which varies between 1/K and uni-
ty) within which prominent peaks indicate the presence
of a statistically significant narrowband spatiotemporal
signal. Under the assumption of a smoothly varying
noise spectrum, the confidence levels on the LFV spec-
trum are uniform with frequency outside the secular
band [within which they are somewhat higher—see
Mann and Park (1994)] and can be estimated by either
parametric methods [e.g., based on the assumption of
an ensemble of N independent locally white time series,
where N is the estimated number of spatial degrees of
freedom in the noise—see Mann and Park (1994)] or
through a nonparametric bootstrap approach wherein
no assumptions need be made regarding spatial degrees
of freedom, but serial correlation of the noise must be
appropriately accounted for (see Mann and Park 1996).
When possible, significant testing based on both ap-
proaches provides a more robust criterion.

Finally, it is often useful to employ an ‘‘evolutive’’
version of the above procedure in which the analysis
is repeated in a large sequence of moving overlapping
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windows through the multivariate data. In particular,
if the LFV spectrum as determined above yields mul-
tiple significant peaks within a narrow band, a more
appropriate statistical model may involve a single or
small number of distinct components with temporally
drifting frequency characteristics. Mann and Park
(1996) show that this provides a parsimonious descrip-
tion of ENSO in terms of two distinct but period-drift-
ing bands of interannual variability. For a signal that
is most efficiently described in these terms, the tem-
poral reconstruction of the signal is performed through
an averaging of all overlapping segments of the tem-
poral reconstructions from adjacent windows. The
width of the window in the evolutive analysis is typ-
ically chosen so that it includes multiple periods of the
oscillatory signal of interest but is short enough to
capture the slower evolution of frequency and ampli-
tude features over the duration of the record.

3. Forecasting methodology

Once a small set of statistically significant spatio-
temporal signals (including trend) have been identified
using the above procedure, each site or gridpoint time
series is reconstructed by summing the contribution of
each of these spatiotemporal components projected
onto that site. For each site, the difference between the
original series and summed signal component provides
the ‘‘residual’’ series. Each signal component series
and the residual series is then forecast forward using
the time series forecasting approach discussed below,
and a composite forecast at each site is determined as
the sum of the component and residual series forecasts.
Thus the slowly evolving components of the climate
system that are dynamically consistent across the series
analyzed are identified and forecast site by site. The
short-term predictability associated with the stochastic
(e.g., red noise) component is accounted for by fore-
casting the residuals through an optimally determined
autoregressive process.

Let k denote the number of distinct narrowband spa-
tiotemporal signals isolated and reconstructed by ap-
plication of the MTM-SVD or evolutive MTM-SVD
procedure described above to the series xm,t . Consider
the following decomposition of the data series xm,t :

k

x 5 f 1 hOm,t i,m,t m,t
i51

t 5 1, . . . , N; m 5 1, . . . , M. (5)

Here, the f i,m,t are time series that correspond to each
of k decompositions of the frequency structure of x at
grid point m. These decompositions represent low-fre-
quency components (interannual and longer) of the cli-
mate system that are spatially coherent across the m
series. The assumption is that if there is a quasi-os-
cillatory phenomena with a characteristic large-scale
spatial structure, it is unlikely to be restricted to a small

locale or time series. Typically, k is small (e.g., 5)
relative to the number of series, M (e.g., 1000).

From the spatiotemporal reconstruction procedure of
the MTM-SVD methodology (Mann and Park 1994),
we obtain the time series f i,m,t corresponding to each
narrowband frequency i and each original series m. The
amplitude and phase of the f i,m,t for a given frequency
i can vary across the series, m, and over time, t. The
time series hm,t corresponds to the part of the variability
in series m that is not explained by the estimated low-
frequency component. Each such series represents in-
formation that may be relatively local to the series and
does not correspond to the overall organized frequency
structure. By construction, we expect that each of the
series f i,m,t and hm,t , for a given m, are independently
forecastable, based on the assumption that there are no
nonlinear interactions between the assumed distinct
signals.

Thus a forecast scheme can be defined through

k

x 5 f 1 h m 5 1, . . . , M,Om,t11 i,m,t11 m,t11
i51

(6)
pi,m

f 5 a f 1 b m 5 1, . . . , M,Oi,m,t11 i,m,j i,m,t2j11 i,m,t
j51

(7)
qm

h 5 g h 1 h m 5 1, . . . , M.Om,t11 m,j m,t2j11 m,t
j51

(8)

Each of the series f i,m,t and hm,t is modeled as an au-
toregressive stochastic process, with the order of each
model ( pim or qm) selected using an appropriate criteria
(e.g., the Akaike information criteria or the Schwartz
criteria). The autoregression coefficients a i,m,j and gm,j

are determined using standard maximum likelihood es-
timation methods. The model resulting from such a
determination of coefficients is termed the best or ‘‘op-
timal’’ AR model. The residual series b i,m,t and hm,t are
presumed to be independent and identically distributed
for a given m and/or i.

A spatial ensemble jackknife procedure is used to
assess the uncertainty in the forecasts for individual
grid points and provides an important test of the ro-
bustness in estimated forecasting skill. A test for sta-
tistical consistency with respect to multiple ensemble
noise realizations would represent a worthwhile ex-
tension of the robustness tests we have performed.
Such calculations have not been performed due to the
intensive nature of the analysis required for multivar-
iate signal reconstruction and forecasting given just a
single spatiotemporal noise realization.

4. Synthetic example and results

To demonstrate the utility of the methodology in a
comprehensible setting, we construct a synthetic ex-
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FIG. 2. Temporal (left) and spatial (right) patterns of synthetic signals showing secular,
interdecadal, and interannual modes. Conventions are described in the text.

ample that shares many of the salient features of em-
pirically inferred climate signals and noise. A synthetic
grid represented by 5 3 5 5 25 grid points uniformly
covering a synthetic global domain was defined. Three
100-yr-long signals of monthly resolution were chosen
to represent the variety in spatial and temporal char-
acteristics one expects to find (and hopes to be able to
recover) in actual climatic signals. These spatiotemporal
signals are superposed on underlying spatially corre-
lated red noise of equal variance. The temporal model
for the noise is a first-order autoregressive AR(1) noise
process with lag-one correlation coefficient chosen to
provide the roughly 1-yr noise decorrelation timescale
estimated for a variety of surface temperature data (see,
e.g., Mann and Lees 1996). The noise, further, is spec-
ified in such a way that it is spatially correlated at dis-
tances of one grid spacing but not beyond that, quali-
tatively mimicking the synoptic-scale noise spatial de-
correlation scale observed in instrumental surface tem-
perature data (see Madden et al. 1992; Mann and Park
1993).

The characteristics of the signals and noise are sum-
marized in Table 1. The secular trend describes rapid
‘‘warming’’ (or, in the case of a couple of grid points,
cooling) midway through the 100-yr period, an inter-
decadal (roughly 15-yr period) amplitude-modulated
quasi-oscillatory signal with phase that varies spatially
in such a way that the global average of the signal is
identically zero at all times, and a slowly amplitude-
and frequency-modulated interannual (3–5-yr period)
oscillatory signal, with spatially variable phase, but a
substantial global-average projection. The spatial pat-
terns and associated reference site (the ‘‘central’’ grid
point of the domain) temporal reconstructions are shown
in Fig. 2. The length of the vector centered at a grid
point indicates the amplitude of the corresponding sig-
nal, while its direction indicates its relative phase (i.e.,
the lag relative to the reference time signal (e.g., 1908
indicates that the series is delayed by a quarter period
or 1 yr for a 4-yr oscillation). Figure 3 shows the total
‘‘signal’’ component (the sum of the three signals) for
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FIG. 3. Time reconstruction for signal and signal 1 noise for reference (central) gridpoint time
series.

TABLE 1. Description of the three signals and noise in the synthetic example, describing the spatial phase and amplitude pattern, temporal
modulation, period, and frequency. The maximum regional peak amplitude is 1.0 for all the signals.

Signal Signal pattern Time pattern T (yr)
f (cycles

yr21)

Secular trend Variable amplitude and sign Half-cosine trend 200 0.005
Interdecadal oscillation Variable amplitude and phase Amplitude modulated 15 0.065
Interannual oscillation Uniform amplitude variable phase Amplitude and frequency modulated 3–5 —
Red noise Near-neighbor spatial correlation AR(1) red noise — —

the reference grid point, along with the raw time series
(signal 1 noise).

The resulting multivariate dataset consists of a spa-
tially distributed set of time series that are correlated in
time and space and also have a spatially correlated ran-
dom character. They embody the key inferred features
of our conceptual model of the climate system—slowly
modulated quasi-oscillatory components at interannual
and interdecadal timescales, a secular trend, and a spa-
tially and temporally autocorrelated noise component—
with the relative importance of each varying by location.
The secular trend explains 56% of the raw data variance,
the interdecadal signal 25%, and the interannual signal
8%. The residual 43% variance is explained by the spa-
tially correlated red noise. Note the similarity between
this imposed breakdown of variance and the empirical
signal/noise decompositions of the near 100-yr-long cli-
mate records reported in Mann and Park (1994, 1996).
In the latter study, 42% of the longer-than-annual-scale

surface temperature and sea level pressure variance was
attributed to a combination of interannual and decadal-
scale quasi-oscillatory signals, and two independent sec-
ular variations (the latter explaining about 20% of the
variance).

It is useful to first demonstrate the utility of an anal-
ysis that considers a simultaneous decomposition of the
the space–time data as opposed to one based on a spatial
average of all series or a series-by-series analysis of
individual grid points. We explore this issue through
first considering the limitation of inferences that can be
drawn from a univariate analysis of the dataset. We
analyze the univariate power spectra (Fig. 4) of the
‘‘global average’’ (the arithmetic average over all se-
ries), of the ‘‘reference’’ time series (center grid point),
and of the ‘‘northwest’’ time series corresponding to the
upper leftmost grid point in the synthetic domain. Given
the composition of the series, one expects a secular band
peak (i.e., a peak near f 5 0) and narrowband peaks
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FIG. 4. Multitaper spectra of timeseries from (top) global average
over domain, (middle) central grid point, and (bottom) extreme north-
west grid point, along with robustly estimated median red noise level
and 90%, 95%, and 99% confidence limits for significance relative
to red noise.

→

FIG. 5. (a) Local fractional variance (LFV) spectrum of SVD based on full 100 yr of monthly data and (b) based on evolutive analysis
with a 40-yr moving window. In the former case, 90%, 95%, and 99% confidence levels are shown with dashed line. For latter case, the
LFV spectrum amplitude is indicated in gray scale, filtered at the 90% level of significance. Darker contrast indicates greater amplitude and
significance.

centered near f 5 0.065 cycles yr21 (roughly 15-yr
‘‘interdecadal’’ period), and within the band f 5 0.33–
0.2 cycles yr21 (3–5-yr drifting ‘‘interannual’’ period).
The power spectra and confidence limits relative to a
red noise null hypothesis are estimated using the robust
method of Mann and Lees (1996). Since the phase of
each oscillation varies over the spatial grid, there is
some degree of cancellation of the oscillatory compo-

nents in the process of forming an average across series.
Note that the MTM spectra of the ‘‘global average’’
does not detect the interdecadal signal, constructed to
vanish in a global average, as significant. Although in-
terdecadal and interannual peaks are detected for the
reference grid point, the secular trend, small at that grid
point, is not recognized as significant at the .95% level.
The secular trend and interdecadal peak are clearly de-
tected in the spectrum for the northwest grid point, but
it is difficult to identify any consistent interannual
peak(s) based on the spectrum of this and the refer-
ence grid point, and there are several spurious peaks
(sampling fluctuation from the noise background) that
rival the true signals in their prominence. In short, spa-
tially consistent signals cannot be properly identified
(and clearly, thus, cannot be effectively reconstructed)
based on the application of conventional univariate
methods.

Now, we consider the inferences from the application
of the multivariate MTM-SVD methodology to this da-
taset. In Fig. 5a we show the LFV multivariate spectrum
for the synthetic dataset. The signals (secular trend:
near-zero frequency, interdecadal peak centered near
0.065 cycle yr21, multiple peaks within the f 5 0.5–
0.33 cycle yr21 band) are significant well above the
99.5% level, while there is no evidence of spurious
peaks detected at this confidence level. Confidence
bounds in this case can be precisely determined because
the noise model has exactly nine spatial degrees of free-
dom and an underlying AR(1) red noise temporal cor-
relation structure. An estimate from a bootstrap resam-
ple of the confidence limits yields estimates consistent
with the estimates based on the assumption of nine in-
dependent locally white noise series. A key feature of
the synthetic dataset is that signal and noise are pre-
determined and are thus exactly separable. This allows
us to perform a parallel analysis of the noise-only com-
ponent of the multivariate dataset (not shown). This
analysis yields precisely the expectations from chance
coincidence: roughly 1% of the spectrum exceeds the
99% confidence level for significance, roughly 5% ex-
ceeds the 95% confidence limit for significance, etc. No
peaks are detected above the 99.5% significance level,
suggesting that peaks that cross this threshold of sig-
nificance in the full (signal 1 noise) time series are
indeed unlikely to be spurious. In essence, because there
are a maximum of 100 independent discrete frequencies
in the range 0–0.5 under investigation, chance fluctu-
ations at much greater than p 5 0.01 (i.e., 99% level)
are relatively unlikely to be encountered in this sample
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FIG. 6. Temporal (left) and spatial (right) patterns of reconstructed synthetic signals showing
secular, interdecadal, and interannual modes. Actual reference time-domain signal (see Fig. 3) is
shown by dashed curve for comparison to reconstructed reference time signal.

[see, e.g., the discussion of spurious peak detection of
Thomson (1982)].

The multiple, closely spaced set of highly significant
peaks in the f 5 0.2–0.33 cycle yr21 (3–5-yr period)
range that were detected in the LFV spectrum are sug-
gestive of a single frequency-evolving signal, as dis-
cussed earlier. Thus, it is useful to use an evolutive
version of the analysis to see if a single frequency-
modulated signal is indeed a more parsimonious model
of the 3–5-yr period band variability. The evolutive
SVD spectrum using a 40-yr window is shown in Fig.
5b. Note the drift over the record in the dominant band
of interannual variance from being centered near f 5
0.35 to near f 5 0.5 cycle yr21 over time. Amplitude
modulation is also evident in the evolutive LFV spec-
trum itself, although a reliable estimate of the amplitude
modulation is only possible through signal reconstruc-
tion.

The spatiotemporal structure of each of the three sig-
nals is shown in Fig. 6. The interannual signal is re-

constructed based on the evolutive time-reconstruction
approach described earlier. The left side of the figure
shows the time series of the reconstructed and exact
signal at the reference grid point, while the right side
shows the spatial pattern in amplitude and phase of the
reconstructed signal. Note that both the spatial and tem-
poral patterns are quite close to the exact counterparts
shown in Fig. 2. Note that small errors in both amplitude
and phase are evident in the reconstructions. Such errors
are associated with the inevitable contamination of de-
tection and reconstruction by the underlying noise. Fur-
ther, because the noise is spatially correlated, such errors
(i.e., the phase errors evident in the spatial patterns) are
also spatially correlated. In this sense, spatial correlation
of noise can lead to short-range spatially coherent struc-
ture that is nonetheless spurious. However, such coher-
ent noise structures are local and not global like the
signal correlation structures.

Since the series were generated by adding a random
red noise component, the dataset is a multivariate re-
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FIG. 7. Forecast skills starting in year (a) 90, (b) 91, (c) 92, (d) 93, (e) 94, and (f ) 95. The solid line corresponds
to skills from MTM-SVD, dotted lines are skills from best AR, and dashed lines are skills from persistence. The 95%
jackknife confidence bands are also shown as dotted lines around the skills from MTM-SVD. The horizontal lines at
0 and 0.56 correspond to climatology baseline and the fractional variance explained by the three signals in the raw
data, respectively.

alization of a stochastic process. The estimated spatial
amplitudes and phases of the reconstructed signals are
random variables whose bias and variance will deter-
mine the effectiveness of any subsequent forecasts. Note
that significant biases can occur near the ends of the
time series where temporal reconstruction is intrinsically
less well constrained. Furthermore, when a signal is
significantly amplitude modulated, its effective signal-
to-noise ratio becomes prohibitively low when the mod-
ulating envelope diminishes or vanishes (e.g., near a
phase discontinuity). Significant biases in the estimates
of the gridpoint signal phase and amplitude will also
generally be observed, due to the nature of the particular
stochastic realization. Each of these problems, inevi-
table in any method of signal detection and reconstruc-
tion when noise levels are significant, will naturally im-
pact the quality of any subsequent forecasts. An error
in phase, for example, will lead to a fixed offset in the
forecast for any lead time. An error in the amplitude
has a similar connotation, while an error in the estimated
frequency will lead to an increasing drift between the
true and the estimated components and hence an in-
creasing loss of forecast skill. An attempt is made to

deal optimally with each of these types of problems in
the context of signal reconstruction and forecasting, as
described below.

First, consider the bias arising from phase disconti-
nuities. Observe from Fig. 6 in the case of the temporal
reconstruction of the interannual mode that the bias may
be quite small subsequent to the phase discontinuity as
the amplitude of the oscillation increases. Thus, there
may be a temporary loss of predictability upon passage
through such features. If a forecast begins near such a
phase discontinuity the forecast will be poor. In the con-
text of our conceptual model for the climate signal, this
corresponds to the point where a particular excitation
of a quasi oscillation has died out. The boundary bias
discussed above may be ameliorated through the use of
localized taper weighting procedures and constraints.
We use (see Mann and Park 1996) a linear combination
of zeroth-, first-, and second-order derivative constraints
on the time envelope that minimizes the mean-square
‘‘error’’ with the actual data. Frequency drift bias is
diminished by extending the temporal reconstruction
optimization described above to a search throughout a
significant narrowband peak detected in the multivariate
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FIG. 8. Forecasts and raw data (signal 1 noise) at each of the 25 grid points. The vertical line indicates the start
of forecast (i.e., in year 95), dotted lines are forecasts from best AR, heavy solid lines are those from MTM-SVD,
and solid lines are the raw data.

spectrum, which may span several points of the DFT.
In this way, frequency drift associated with a potential
error in selecting the discrete frequency point of the
DFT optimally associated with the narrowband signal
is diminished. Note that some loss of information near
boundaries is inevitable, and bias correction methods
typically lead to increased variance in this context. This
bias, along with errors in the estimated phase and am-
plitude pattern of the reconstructed signal, provides the
primary barrier to perfect forecasting, as we shall see
below.

Thus far, the multivariate dataset has been decom-
posed into a small number of statistically significant
oscillatory components that offer potential long-lead
predictability and a stochastic component that can pro-
vide some near-term (e.g., the roughly 1-yr lead skill
expected from the imposed noise decorrelation time-
scale) predictability. The multivariate dataset has been
forecast forward for between 10 and 5 yr (120–60
months), starting at years 90 to 95, respectively, using
the optimal autoregressive prediction given by (6)–(8).
We term this the ‘‘MTM-SVD’’ forecast. In each case,
only data prior to the forecast start date is used to fit
the MTM-SVD spectra and the forecast model. The sub-

sequent data is used only to compare forecast perfor-
mance for continuously increasing lead times. It is not
used either for model fitting or for forecast initialization,
and in this sense our forecasts are truly ‘‘blind’’ and
indicative of real predictive skill. The MTM-SVD fore-
cast is compared to two null forecasts: persistence (the
forecast is the last value recorded for the series) and
best or optimal AR [a univariate forecast based on (1),
using only the time series at a given site; the order for
the AR model is picked using Akaike’s Information Cri-
teria). The best AR in the synthetic example considered
here generally resulted in a small order. Thus, long-
range dependence indicated by the quasiperiodic com-
ponents is not represented. In a classic time series mod-
eling framework one would indentify and remove the
nonstationarities and model the residual as an ARMA
process. This is essentially what the MTM-SVD-based
procedure tries to do. The best or optimal AR corre-
sponds to a ‘‘naive’’ approach that is commonly used.
Recall that the annual cycle was not included in any of
the synthetic series since our purpose was to focus on
interannual predictions. Consequently, seasonality con-
siderations are not embodied in any of the forecasts.
These can be readily accommodated. The performance
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FIG. 9. Forecasts of the signals and the true signal at each of the 25 grid points. The vertical line indicates the start
of forecast (i.e., in year 95), heavy solid lines are the forecasts from MTM-SVD, and solid lines are the true signal.

of each of the three forecast methods is evaluated using
a skill measure that computes the fraction of the cu-
mulative variance explained by the forecast. The skill
Sf,t is defined as

t 
f 2(x 2 x )O m,t1n m,t1nM  1 n51 S 5 1 2 , (9)Of ,t tM m51 2 xO m,t1n

n51 

where t is the lead time of the forecast and is thefxm,t1n

forecast using method f (e.g., MTM-SVD, persistence,
or best AR). Skills are evaluated each month for 10 yr
for forecasts starting in year 90, for 9 yr for those start-
ing in year 91, and for 5 yr for those starting in year
95. A jackknife procedure to provide a sense of spatial
variation in the skill scores was also implemented. The
skill is recomputed M 2 1 times using (M 2 1) of the
sites, omitting a different site each time. The standard
deviation Sf,t of these skill scores is computed for each
t and the approximate spatial variability of forecast skill
at each lead time is characterized through the range Sf,t

6 2Sf,t . The skills for the six sets of forecasts with
different starting dates for each of the three methods are
shown together with the jacknife error bounds for the

MTM-SVD forecast in Figs. 7a–f. The following ob-
servations are apparent. The performance of the persis-
tence forecast is highly variable as is to be expected.
Typically, it has very poor skill as the forecast lead time
increases. The best AR forecast is competitive with re-
spect to the MTM-SVD forecast for short lead times.
However, as expected, its relative skill drops off con-
tinuously as the lead time increases. The skill of the
MTM-SVD forecast also decreases as a function of fore-
cast lead time, albeit relatively slowly. The skill of the
best AR forecast is below the jackknife skill variability
limits for the MTM-SVD forecast as the forecast lead
time increases beyond about 2 yr. It is rather interesting
that the MTM-SVD forecast exhibits very nearly the
same skill from 3 to 10 yr into the future. Recall that
the skill scores used represent the average fractional
cumulative variance explained by a forecast. So if the
skill score does not change much, the forecast skill at
the longer lead times is comparable to the skill early
on. On the other hand, if the skill score continues to
decrease (e.g., persistence or best AR), the actual mar-
ginal skill at long leads is substantially worse than the
skill early on or relative to the forecast where skill is
preserved. Also note that the skills from MTM-SVD in
all the six cases are very close to the variance explained
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FIG. 10. Forecast skills of the three signals and the residual (noise), with respect to their respective true components,
starting from year 95: (a) secular, (b) interdecadal, (c) interannual, and (d) residual (noise). Dotted line is the theoretical
skill.

by the signals in the raw data (solid horizontal line at
0.56 in all the plots of Fig. 7) This suggests that the
MTM-SVD performs well in terms of capturing the
‘‘signal variance’’ even at longer lead times.

It is instructive to view the actual forecasts to gauge
more directly the quality of forecasts of individual se-
ries. The actual forecasts starting in year 95 for each of
the 25 grid points are shown in Fig. 8. The following
observations from these figures are apparent. The best
AR and MTM-SVD forecasts for some series are quite
similar. For others, the MTM-SVD forecast is invariably
superior with a better representation of the oscillatory
or quasi-oscillatory components in the data; it turns the
corner where the AR forecast monotonically increases
or decreases. However, there are significant biases in
some cases in both the amplitude and phase of the
MTM-SVD forecasts. The forecasts of the individual
components f i,m,t were examined to understand why this
was happening. Invariably, the explanation for a poor
MTM-SVD forecast was a poor reconstruction of a par-
ticular narrowband signal. This is due to the instrinsic
random error of signal phase and amplitude reconstruc-
tion, some unavoidable boundary constraint bias, and
in part due to low envelope amplitudes and correspond-

ingly poor signal–noise separation at certain forecast
initialization times. In short, for a skillful forecast, it is
essential to correctly estimate the curvature and mag-
nitude of each reconstructed component near the initial
forecast point. Some of this reconstruction error, how-
ever, can be picked up by the autoregressive model fit
to the residual series hm,t. However, the residual nar-
rowband ‘‘signal’’ contribution is in this case inextri-
cably mixed in with the red noise component, and the
autoregressive model will not be able to effectively de-
compose the long- and short-term predictable compo-
nents mixed into this residual; both contributions will
be combined into a short-term ‘‘noise’’ component, al-
beit possibly with more persistence and skill than the
pure red noise component alone. This is evident in the
comparisons shown below. Further, the forecast of the
residual component will be biased since the mean value
of hm,t is biased relative to the mean appropriate for the
boundary region. Formal techniques for automatically
detecting and correcting for such errors still need to be
developed. However, the average long-lead skill asso-
ciated with the MTM-SVD forecast procedure is quite
remarkable and is the source of some optimism in terms
of operational long-lead climatic forecasting. Similar
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FIG. 11. Forecast skills with respect to the raw data (signal 1 noise) of the three signal components and the noise
component, starting from year 95: (a) secular, (b) interdecadal, (c) interannual, and (d) residual (noise).

observations can be made from Fig. 9, which shows the
MTM-SVD forecasts of the signal alone.

One important, and thus far unanswered question, is
how much of the skills reported above are due to long-
lead ‘‘signal’’ contribution, and how much due to the
short-term ‘‘noise’’ residual component forecast. To ad-
dress this question, we consider the skills of the fore-
casts initiated at year 95 for each of the three recon-
structed signal components (secular, interdecadal, and
interannual) relative to the ‘‘noiseless’’ component of
the data (i.e., the residual between the raw synthetic
data and the true specified noise process) and the re-
sidual component (Fig. 10), as well as the corresponding
skills relative to the raw synthetic data series itself (Fig.
11). This comparison provides a measure of the skill of
the forecasts as well as of the level to which the apparent
forecast skill is degraded when measured against com-
bined signal 1 noise background variance (Fig. 11).
Several points become immediately evident in this com-
parison. The reconstructed signals are forecast quite ef-
fectively as compared against the known total signal
contribution (Fig. 11), with skills that degrade, not su-
prisingly, with a timescale that is roughly proportional
to the signal’s own intrinsic timescale. This is a known

argument that has been shown to hold true for 10-day
weather forecasts as well by Van den Dool and Saha
(1990). Each of the signals are forecast with a skill score
in excess of 0.45 for the entire 5-yr forecasting interval
(note that a score of 0.5 represents the midpoint between
the skills of climatological and perfect forecasts). The
forecast skill of the residual component between the raw
data and reconstructed signals drops off precisely as we
expect for red noise with a 1-yr autocorrelation time-
scale. In this case, the low-frequency spatially correlated
noise ensemble can considerably obscure the contri-
butions of the predictable components. The interannual
and noise or ‘‘residual’’ component forecasts drop off
rapidly relative to the lower-frequency signal-based
forecasts. The interannual signal explains a relatively
small fraction of skill, but the skill drops less quickly
with lead time than the residual-component skill, indi-
cating that something is gained by identifying the in-
terannual signal as a quasi-oscillatory component dis-
tinct from the noise residual. It is noteworthy that the
skills of the secular and interdecadal components (the
low-frequency signals) either remain consistent or in-
crease as a function of increasing lead time, even mea-
sured in the presence of the noise background.
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5. Conclusions

We have introduced a synthetic example that encom-
passes one paradigm for the spatiotemporal signal and
error structure of observational climate data at inter-
annual and longer timescales. This paradigm assumes a
climatic system with spatially correlated and temporally
autocorrelated ‘‘red noise’’ upon which oscillatory, per-
haps stochastically, excited quasi-oscillatory low-fre-
quency modes are superposed. In the context of this
paradigm for climate variability, the methods described
in this article appear to provide impressive long-term
(i.e., interannual to decadal lead) forecasting skill, far
exceeding the skill available by conventional means
(i.e., optimal autoregressive forecasting). For these rea-
sons, we are optimistic about the usefulness of this
methodology as applied to operational long-lead cli-
matic forecasting. To the extent that nonlinear variability
is is important on the timescales of interest, the linear
methods invoked can provide an at best imperfect model
of observed climate variability, and an accordingly im-
perfect basis for forecasting. Nonlinear generalizations
of the forecasting methodology presented are worthy of
investigation. Applications to actual climate data are the
logical follow-up to the study described here and will
be forthcoming.
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